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VOLKSWAGEN GROUP PRODUCT PLAN

>futureP R O D U C T S >
VW plans multibrand product blitz as it pursues sales title

olkswagen Group is expanding the product range
of all its brands at a ferocious pace as it fights to

become the world’s top-selling automaker.
VW, Audi, Porsche, Bentley, Lamborghini and Bugatti

will enter new segments in the next several years, chal-
lenging rivals with vehicles built on cost-effective group
platforms.

Volkswagen also is likely to develop and produce more

vehicles for the United States. The Passat, which is built
at a new plant in Chattanooga, is the first and will be fol-
lowed by a mid-sized crossover.

Audi will also launch the A3 sedan, which was devel-
oped primarily for the United States.

Porsche will add the Macan, a crossover smaller than
the Cayenne, and expand its Panamera family.

Luxury brands Bentley and Lamborghini are sched-

uled to add crossovers aimed at the United States.
The VW Group isn’t ignoring electric vehicles but is

proceeding cautiously. Like its German rival BMW, Audi
will add a plug-in electric at the top of its range when the
R8 e-tron debuts this year. 

VW will add the plug-in hybrid Jetta this year and an
electric Golf in 2013.

— Diana T. Kurylko

Audi                  A8 diesel debut                    A3 sedan debut                 A5 redesign
R8 e-tron debut                   A3 hybrid debut                  A7 freshen
Q3 debut                              A4/S4 redesign                 Q5 redesign
Q7 redesign                          A6 freshen

A8 freshen
TT redesign

Bentley           Flying Spur reskin                Mulsanne convertible        Sports car debut?
debut?

Crossover debut

Bugatti Grand Sport                                                                     16C Galibier debut
Vitesse debut

Lamborghini Gallardo redesign 
(or 2014)

Sesto Elemento debut
Aventador roadster 
debut

Porsche Cayman redesign                Macan debut                       Panamera redesign
911 Carrera 4                                                                  960 debut? 
redesign

Panamera freshen
Cayenne freshen

Volkswagen     Golf electric debut                Golf redesign                      Jetta sedan redesign              Scirocco debut?
XL1 debut?                           Jetta SportWagen               Jetta plug-in hybrid debut        Phaeton debut?
Touareg freshen                  redesign                            CC redesign                              Touareg redesign

Jetta Alltrack debut?          Tiguan CC debut?
Passat freshen                    Bulli debut?
Tiguan redesign
Mid-sized crossover
debut

V

VW: Mid-sized
crossover to
join U.S. lineup
Phaeton flagship — priced well
below $70,000 — likely to return

Diana T. Kurylko
dkurylko@crain.com

s the Volkswagen brand strives to sell 800,000 vehicles
in the United States by 2018 — up from a projected
420,000 this year — the focus will be the U.S.-made
Passat sedan and the Mexico-built Jetta sedan and

Beetle coupe and convertible.
VW will add a crossover larger than the compact Tiguan that

likely will be produced in Chattanooga.
And it likely will try again with the Phaeton luxury sedan, but

will price the flagship well below $70,000 to avoid the earlier
Phaeton’s flop a few years ago. That car was pulled from the
United States in 2006 because of slow sales, attributed in part to
a $65,000 price tag that topped $100,000 with the 12-cylinder
engine.

Polo: The European subcompact isn’t scheduled to come to
the United States, but top management says the Polo could be
engineered quickly to U.S. specifications if needed.

Beetle: The turbodiesel version went on sale last month. The
redesigned convertible goes on sale in December.

Golf: The redesigned Golf will be shown this month at the
Paris auto show and will go on sale in the United States in 2014.
The seventh-generation Golf will be longer, wider and lower
than the current model, but about 220 pounds lighter. The
compact is the first VW brand vehicle to use VW Group’s new
MQB modular platform.

A plug-in electric version will go on sale next year, based on
the new Golf. Initially, the electric model will be sold in specific
markets such as California before going national. A plug-in hy-
brid version is expected in 2015.

The United States will not get a convertible version of the

see VOLKSWAGEN, Page 47

Mexico-built Q5, U.S. version
of Q3 in the works at Audi

Diana T. Kurylko
dkurylko@crain.com

udi will begin building vehicles in Mexico starting
in 2016, starting with the second generation of
the Q5 crossover that competes with the BMW
X3 and Mercedes-Benz GLK.

A Q3 compact crossover will come to the United States
in late 2013 or early 2014 and an A3 sedan designed main-
ly for the United States will debut in 2014. The four-door
will help Audi compete with BMW’s 1 series and a new
range of front-wheel-drive vehicles from Mercedes-Benz.

Audi will launch its e-tron electric subbrand this year or
in early 2013 with an electric version of the R8 sports car.

A2: The A2 electric vehicle shown as a concept at last
year’s Frankfurt auto show still hasn’t been approved.
There are reports that Audi is concerned about high de-
velopment costs.

A3: A new sedan built on a Volkswagen Group modular
platform will go on sale in 2014. The sedan has been de-
signed mainly for the United States and will be larger and
roomier than the current A3 hatchback. The hatchback
version of the redesigned vehicle will not be sold in the
United States. A plug-in hybrid A3 is expected in 2014.

A4/S4: The A4 sedan and its performance S4 stable-

mate will be redesigned on the new VW Group platform
in 2014.

The Avant station wagon was replaced this summer
with the Allroad, a more expensive all-wheel-drive wagon

VW GROUP

A

The redesigned Golf:
U.S. sales begin in 2014.

A

Electric R8 version will launch Audi’s e-tron subbrand. 

see AUDI, Page 47
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